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Abstract—Now a days due to this computerized world all the information related to the patients queries are available on internet. This survey 

paper compares various research issues and few techniques related to the user query for their drug discovery. These reviews helps users to know 

more about the drug dosage, their side-effects and also specifications. Reviews provides positive as well as negative feedback, Hence these  

reviews also plays an important role for patients and pharmaceutical industries. The probabilistic aspect mining model (PAMM) identifies 

aspects according to the class labels. PAMM finds aspects related to one class instead of  finding aspects for all classes simultaneously in each 

execution. PAMM also find aspects measured using the  mean point wise mutual information .Hence  mixing concepts of different class label 

gets avoided. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

WITH the advent of Web 2.0 [1], [2], people get encouraged 

to share their contents to the Internet. For sharing the 

information and user interaction many user-centered platforms 

are available, which consists Epinion, Amazon, Facebook and 

Twitter. Nowadays when people are interested in a product or 

a service, they usually not only look for official information 

from product manufacturers or service providers but also 

check for practical opinions from the customer’s who have 

used that products. As a result, online reviews, blogs and 

forums dedicated for various kinds of products are pervasive, 

and how to effectively analyze and exploit such immense 

online information source is a challenge. Opinion mining (or 

sentiment analysis) [3]–[6] mainly consist of extraction of 

specified information (e.g., positive or negative sentiments of 

a product) from a large amount of text i.e. corpus opinions or 

reviews authored by Internet users. In many situations, an 

overall rating for a review cannot reflect the conditions of 

different features of a product or a service. For instance, a 

camera may come with excellent image quality but poor 

battery life. As a result, more sophisticated aspect level 

opinion mining approaches have been proposed to extract and 

group aspects of a product or service and predict their 

sentiments or ratings [3], [7]–[09]. Recent state-of-the-art 

approaches such as frequency-based approach [5], relation-

based approach [8], [10], supervised learning [11] and topic 

modeling [7], [12] showed that favorable results could be 

obtained. Previous studies of opinion mining generally deal 

with popular consumer products or services such as digital 

cameras, books, electronic gadgets, etc. but Entities of medical 

domain are of far less concerned. One reason may be because 

patients are minority groups on the Internet and they are only 

concerned with particular illnesses or drugs that they are 

experiencing. Furthermore, people tend to solicit opinions 

from medical professionals rather than patients. Nevertheless, 

recent studies have shown that patient generated contents are 

useful and important, especially for chronic diseases and drugs 

with afflicting side effects. Many patients hope to get more 

information from other patients with similar conditions. They 

can also share their experience and propose practical ways to 

alleviate symptoms and side effects of drugs. These online 

communities were found to have positive impacts on patient 

health. 

 

II.    LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

A. Related Work 
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Yao Wu and Martin Ester [13] introduced A Probabilistic 

Model Combining Aspect Based Opinion Mining and 

Collaborative Filtering in which study of  problem estimating 

personalized sentiment polarities on different aspects of the 

items. Unified probabilistic model called Factorized Latent 

Aspect Model (FLAME) is proposed to solve this problem 

which combines the advantages of collaborative filtering and 

aspect based opinion mining. FLAME learns users’ 

personalized preferences on different aspects from their past 

reviews, and predicts users’ aspect ratings on new items by 

collective intelligence.  

 

Wei Jin , Hung Hay Ho and Rohini K. Srihari [14] 

suggestes Opinion Miner: A Novel Machine Learning System 

for Web Opinion Mining and Extraction. The main aim of 

Opinion Miner system to mine customer reviews of a product 

and extract high specified product entities on which 

reviewers express their opinions. Opinion expressions are 

determined and opinion orientations for each recognized 

product entity are classified as positive or negative. This 

Approach is different from previous one that employed rule-

based or statistical techniques; we introduced a novel 

machine learning approach which is built under the 

framework of lexicalized HMMs i.e. Hidden Markov Model. 

The approach naturally integrates multiple important 

linguistic feature into automatic learning. In this paper, we 

describe the architecture and main components of the system.  

 

Victor Cheng, Chao Tang and Chun-hung Li [15] introduced 

Drug Review Mining with Regressional Probabilistic 

Principal Component Analysis. In this paper, problem of 

mining significant topics from short and noisy reviews is 

addressed by proposing the Regressional probabilistic 

principal component analysis (RPPCA) to correlate the 

sentiment values of the review while simultaneously 

optimizing the probabilistic generative process of words into 

reviews. Besides the classification of sentiment in reviews, a 

sentiment word identified by RPPCA allows the delineation 

of the core aspects in taking such medications from the 

patients' perspectives.  

 

Aurelie Neveol and Zhiyong Lu [16] both developed a model 

for Automatic Integration of Drug Indications from Multiple 

Health Resources. Most drug indication in this information is 

only available in free text as opposed to structured format, thus 

making it difficult for further automatic analysis by computers. 

In response, focuses on automatically extracting and 

integrating drug indication information from multiple 

resources such as DailyMed and MeSH Scope notes. Then 

select trustworthy resources of drug/disease relationships and 

apply state-of-the-art relationship extraction methods, 

customized to improve recall and perform ellipsis and 

anaphora resolution. 

 

 

B. Comparative Table for  Existing Systems 

 

Sr. 

no 

Reference 

Papers 

Authors Publishing 

Year 

Purpose 

      1. Mining and 

summarizing 

customer 

reviews. 

M. Hu 

and B. 

Liu 

2004 This paper proposed various techniques for mining and 

summarizing product reviews based on data mining and NLP 

methods. Its objective is to provide a feature-based summary of 

a large number of customer reviews of a product sold online. 

And experimental results indicate that the proposed techniques 

are very promising in performing their tasks. 

2. Dis LDA: 

Discriminative 

Learning for 

Dimensionalit

y Reduction 

and 

Classification. 

Simon 

Lacoste- 

Julien. 

Michael 

I. 

Jordan 

2012 This paper has issue like a Disc framework which assume that 

supervised side information is finding a reduced dimensionality 

representation. Following are the methods used in this paper: 

Bayesian methods, LDA, DisLDA, Classical linear 

methods,(PCA), FDA, Plsa, SDR, probabilistic model.tools 

used are Fisher Discriminant Analysis (FDA) tool. 

Advantage is It can yield complex models that are modular and 

can be trained effectively with unsupervised method. 

Disadvantage is Discriminative criterion such as a 

likelihood. 

3. Opinion 

mining and 

sentiment 

analysis. 

B. Pang 

and L. 

Lee 

2008 This paper covers techniques and approaches that promise to 

directly enable opinion-oriented information-seeking systems. 

Paper focuses on methods that seek to address the new 

challenges raised by sentiment-aware applications, as compared 

to those that are already present in more traditional fact-based 

analysis also include material on summarization of evaluative 

text and on broader issues regarding privacy, manipulation, and 
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economic impact. 

4. Extracting 

product 

features and 

opinions from 

reviews. 

A.-M. 

Popescu 

and O. 

Etzioni 

2005 It introduces OPINE, an unsupervised information extraction 

system which mines reviews in order to build a model of 

important 

product features, their evaluation by reviewers, and their 

relative quality across products. As compared to previous work, 

OPINE achieves 22% higher precision (with only 3% lower 

recall) on the feature extraction task. OPINE’s novel use of 

relaxation labeling for finding the semantic orientation of words 

in context leads to strong performance on the tasks of finding 

opinion phrases and their polarity. 

5. Aspect-based 

opinion mining 

from online 

reviews. 

S. 

Moghad

dam and 

M. Ester 

2012 An opinion is a subjective statement, view, attitude, emotion, or 

appraisal about an entity or an aspect of the entity from an 

opinion holder. Sentiment orientations of an opinions  will be 

positive, negative, or neutral. Using a quintuples an 

unstructured text is converted into structured data. 

6. Opinion 

observer: 

Analyzing and 

comaring 

opinions on 

the web. 

B. Liu, 

M. Hu, 

and J. 

Cheng, 

2005 According to online customer reviews of products, two 

contributions were made. First is It proposes an analysis system 

with a visual component to compare consumer opinions of 

different products. The system is called Opinion Observer. 

Secondly, a new technique based on language pattern mining is 

proposed to extract product features from Pros and Cons in a 

particular type of reviews. 

7. Joint 

sentiment/topi

c model for 

sentiment 

Analysis. 

C. Lin 

and Y. 

He, 

2009 This paper proposed a novel probabilistic modeling framework 

based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), called joint 

sentiment/topic model (JST), which detects sentiment and topic 

simultaneously from text. Unlike other machine learning 

approaches to sentiment classification which often require 

labeled corpora for classifier training, the proposed JST model 

is fully unsupervised. 

8. Multi-facet 

rating of 

product 

reviews. 

S. 

Bacciane

lla, A. 

Esuli, 

and F. 

Sebastia

ni 

2009 This system tackle the problem of rating consumer reviews 

based on their textual content. It focus on multi-facet review 

rating. several aspects of the problem, with special emphasis on 

how to generate representations of the text by means of POS 

tagging, sentiment analysis, and feature selection for ordinal 

regression learning. Paper presents the results of experiments 

conducted on a dataset of more than 15,000 reviews that have 

crawled from a popular hotel review site. 

9. Labeled LDA: 

A supervised 

topic model 

for credit 

attribution in 

multi-labeled 

Corpora. 

D. 

Ramage,  

D. Hall, 

R. 

Nallapati

, and C. 

Manning 

2009 To Solve credit attribution problem paper introduces Labeled 

LDA, a topic model that constrains Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

by defining a one-to-one correspondence between LDA’s latent 

topics and user tags. This allows Labeled LDA to directly learn 

word-tag correspondences 

10

. 

Document 

clustering 

based on 

Non-negative 

matrix 

factorization. 

W. Xu, 

X. Liu, 

and Y. 

Gong 

2003 This paper proposed a novel document clustering method based 

on the non-negative factorization of the term document matrix 

of the given document corpus. In the latent semantic space 

derived by the non-negative matrix factorization(NMF), each 

axis captures the base topic of a particular document cluster, 

and each document is represents an additive combination of the 

base topics. experimental evaluations show that the proposed 

document clustering method surpasses the latent semantic 

indexing and the spectral clustering methods are easy and 

reliable derivation of document clustering results in document 

clustering accuracies. 
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11

. 

Aspect and 

sentiment 

unification 

model for 

online review 

analysis 

Y. Jo 

and A. 

Oh, 

2011 It proposed Sentence-LDA(SLDA), a probabilistic generative 

model that assumes all words in a single sentence are generated 

from one aspect. then extend SLDA to Aspect and Sentiment 

Uni_cation Model (ASUM), which incorporates aspect and 

sentiment together to model sentiments toward aspects. ASUM 

discovers pairs of aspect, sentiments which call as senti-aspects. 

The results show that aspects discovered by SLDA match 

evaluative details of reviews, and the senti-aspects found by 

ASUM capture important aspects that are closely coupled with a 

sentiment. 

12

. 

Drug Review 

Mining with 

Regression 

Probabilistic 

Principal 

Component 

Analysis. 

Victor C. 

Cheng, 

Leung, 

Jiming 

Fellow. 

 Issues in this paper are 1)RPPCA to correlate the sentiment 

values of the review while simultaneously optimizing the 

probabilistic generate process of words into reviews. 2) 

Methods used K-Means & spectral clustering Methods. NMF, 

SNMF, CNMF, Spare NMF, Orthogonal NMF. 

Advantages are this paper are 1) Sentiment words can be 

identified by RPPCA. 2) Medication is given by patient 

perspective. And Disadvantage is Patient experiences are 

concerned about insufficiently representation. 

13

. 

Weekly 

Supervised 

Joint 

Sentiment 

Topic 

Detection 

from Text 

Chenghu

a 

Lin, 

Yulan 

He, 

Richard 

Everson. 

 Issues are a novel probabilistic modeling framework called JST 

model based on LDA , which detects sentiment and topic 

simultaneously from text. Methods used are  LDA, JST, 

Reverse JST, MG-LDA, MAS, Bayesian  

Advantages are 1) JST and Reverse – JST models target 

sentiment and topic detection. 2) Without a hierarchical prior 

weakly supervised is done simultaneously.  

Disadvantages are 1)extensive experiments conducted on data 

sets across different domains. 2) Sentiment prior have different 

Knowledge domain. 

 

 

III.    FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

 

Algorithmic design and efficiency analysis become more 

important when one studies how to efficiently mine all 

possible rare event sets and association rules based on minimal 

support. To different segmentation of data such as different 

age groups or other attributes. It is also useful to work with 

aspect interpretation as aspects are now represented by a list of 

keywords. If sentences can be extracted or generated 

automatically to summarize the keywords, interpretation and 

understanding will be greatly improved. Proposed model finds 

aspects correlated to class labels. The work differs from other 

previous approaches, however, in that each time the model 

focuses on finding aspects correlated to one class label only. 

Aspects correlated to different class labels are also found 

separately. This formulation avoids identified aspects having 

mixed contents from different classes. In previous approach 

reviews are first grouped according to their class labels and 

followed by inferring aspects for the individual groups. This 

model uses all the reviews and are helpful in differentiating 

reviews of different classes. For the intuitive approach, the 

identified aspects may not be only related to the contents of 

individual groups. They may be common to all the classes and 

not useful. For example, the dosages of a drug can be a 

common aspect to all the classes but it may not be useful in 

differentiating classes. 

 

IV.    CONCLUSION 

 

The proposed probabilistic aspect mining model (PAMM) 

which is used for mining of aspects relating to specified labels 

or groupings of drug reviews is more accurate comparing with 

other supervised topic modeling algorithms, and This model 

has a uncommon feature in that it focuses on finding aspects 

relating to one class only rather than finding aspects for all 

classes simultaneously in each execution. This unique feature 

reduces the chance of having aspects formed from mixing 

concepts of different classes; hence the identified aspects are 

easier to be interpreted by people. The aspects found also have 

the property that they are class distinguishing. They can be 

used to distinguish a class from other classes. We can apply 

this model to find aspects relating to different segmentation of 

data such as different age groups or other attributes. 
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